
Science Competition -
Activity Log

  9  Mayth

Today we had our school Cross Country I and came 2 . A person half my heightnd

and as skinny as a needle beat me and that’s when I wanted to investigate. Is it

because I am heavier? No I don’t think so, olympic athletes are way faster than me

and heavier. Why is it that some kids are just fast? I wonder if it has something to

do with being able to breathe better, you know, how much air they can get in their

lungs and then around their body. I wonder how to measure the amount of air you

can get in your lungs. Can you even measure lung capacity? I know that asthma

people blow into a measuring thing but that doesn’t tell how much but how fast, I

think. My grandma has asthma and she said that they take measurements whe you

go to see the specialist.

  29  Mayth

 Today was the ASSISA carnival and I came 37  out of maybe 70-90 people. Ith

started to tell a science teacher at my school about my idea and he recommended

I do the science experiment. I was also told by him that I should test all the people

that came first and second in the cross country at my school seeing as it is an

endurance race and then compare these with kids the same age range that don’t

train or do as much physical activity.



  June 10th

I decided to do some research so I looked up some photos and information on

Google and then printed out references and information. I found that you can

measure lung capacity using a Spirometer but they are very costly (cheapest one

was $1500) Mum said we may be able to hire one for a week to do the tests. I

also found that there is a way you can make a model to measure how much air

you breathe out. It will be tricky but less expensive than a spirometer.

   June 19th

Today was fun! I got together all the bits and pieces to make the first measuring

lung capacity measuring thingo! I used tubing from our fish tank, a large bucket

and a big plastic bottle. I marked the side of the bottle from 1-20. First I had a try

myself



  July 4  th

I began to work on my report today. I was looking at a old science competition

about hearing tests and I used it as a model to set up my report.

  July 6th



Emailed lots of manufacturers in an attempt to see if we could perhaps hire a

spirometer from someone to do all of our testing. There will be a LOT of people to

test and each person will be tested 3 times.

  July 7  th

Got lots of emails back today but all said they won’t hire out.

Mum rang the National Asthma Council Australia today but they could not help us

either. The lady said to use a peak flow metre because it costs less, but that only

measures the speed of the air being breathed out not the volume of air. It may be

cheaper to administer but not helpful to my investigation.

I emailed the Associate Professor David P. Johns frm the University of Tasmania

who has written many papers and several books about the use and the different

varieties of spirometers on the market. I am at a bit of a dead end unless he can

help me. I hope he has some ideas!

  July 8  th

Dr Johns was very interested in my investigation nd said he wants to talk on the

phone. He said he will call in the next couple of days!

July 10  th

 Today I received an email inviting me to The RPA Childrens hospital at

Camperdown to see how the spirometer and there on Monday the 14  of July atth

3.30pm.



July 11   th

Mum rang a man today who emailed back only yesterday. His name is Bryan

Jacobs and he owns Medical Industries. He said we can borrow a spirometer for a

couple of weeks!!!!!! So we went to his office at Lane Cove West to pick it up. He

was very kind and encouraging too.

July 13  th

Tonight I got the first 5 people to do their ‘breath test’. And all were successful and

all had good results.

July 14  th

This afternoon I went to the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital to try out a spirometer and

to learn more about how it works with Peter Abud (a specialist at lung function).

July 15  th

Today we go the next 8 people to do their test and many people did a really good

job at it as well. We also used the pegs for the first time tonight as well (which

means going back and doing everyone again.)

July 16  th

I was talking to one of my science teachers today and It seems like I am going to

have to get permission from all the kids parents before we doany more testing.

Even though it is only a blowing test, it is still classed as ‘human testing’ and so

we need permission. 



July 17  th

Today I went to see my headmaster to ask permission about testing students at

school.

July 19th

Mum spoke tp Associate Professor David Johns from the University of Tasmania on

the phone today. He is the man whose name seems to appear on every document

and research paper about Spirometry in Australia. He was glad to hear about all we

had done and had some ideas about how to improve my investigation. He said he

was happy to answer any questions we had in relation to spirometry and that we

could email or call him at his home after hours any time.

July 22  nd

Today helped The science teacher to plan the permission note for the students to

take home and give to their parents. I also went to the head master to ask him

wether it’s alright to use the students in my experiment and he said ‘yes,’.

July 22  nd

Today I gave all the students I’m using the permission note and set up the place

where we are going to ‘Breath test’ them.

 July 23  
rd

Today I tested about 12 students and all were very successful in their test.



July 25  th

Today I tested 2-4 more people and all results are looking good.

July 29  th

 Today me and my mum finished the last people that needed to be done for the

test.

August 7  th

Today all my work came to a grinding halt when I totalled all the information into

the computer the graph showed no age or stage that was able to stand out the

most. So we tried to add all the age and the weight of the patients to the graph. 


